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Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, two high school misfits in Depression-era Cleveland, were more like

Clark Kent--meek, mild, and myopic--than his secret identity, Superman. Both boys escaped into the

worlds of science fiction and pulp magazine adventure tales. Jerry wrote his own original stories and

Joe illustrated them. In 1934, the summer they graduated from high school, they created a

superhero who was everything they were not. It was four more years before they convinced a

publisher to take a chance on their Man of Steel in a new format--the comic book. The author

includes a provocative afterword about the long struggle Jerry and Joe had with DC Comics when

the boys realized they had made a mistake in selling all rights to Superman for a mere $130.
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Time was when a comic book wouldn't have had a snowball's chance in Hades of getting into a

library's collection. And while some library systems have grown more open to the notion of comic

book heroes leaping about their hallowed halls, there's still a great deal of resistance to the idea.

Now Marc Tyler Nobleman and Ross MacDonald have found another way to get a fella like

Superman into a library, and it's definitely a slick idea. Until now the story of Superman's creators

Jerry ...more Time was when a comic book wouldn't have had a snowball's chance in Hades of

getting into a library's collection. And while some library systems have grown more open to the

notion of comic book heroes leaping about their hallowed halls, there's still a great deal of



resistance to the idea. Now Marc Tyler Nobleman and Ross MacDonald have found another way to

get a fella like Superman into a library, and it's definitely a slick idea. Until now the story of

Superman's creators Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster has never been told in a format accessible to

children. Now in Boys of Steel: The Creators of Superman, Nobleman and MacDonald pay homage

to the fellas that brought to life "the greatest superhero of all time," in such a way that no library in

the world could object to the book's style and panache. And though I've a quibble with it here and

there, the next time you have a seven-year-old moaning about needing to read a biography make

sure that this book is the ace up your sleeve.Dateline: Cleveland, Ohio - The 1930s. Jerry Siegel

had many interests but what he really liked to do was escape from the world around him. By reading

the tales of Tarzan, Buck Rogers, and other fantastical heroes, Jerry could find high adventure and

this was an interest he shared with Joe Shuster.
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